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Abstract—A major challenge for the widespread adoption of
phase change memory (PCM) as main memory is its asymmetric write latency. Generally, for a PCM, the latency of
a SET operation (i.e., an operation that writes “1”) is 2–5 times
longer than the latency of a RESET operation (i.e., an operation that writes “0”). For this reason, the average write latency
of a PCM system is limited by the high-latency SET operations. This paper presents a novel PCM architecture called
DyPhase, which uses partial-SET operations instead of the conventional SET operations to introduce a symmetry in write
latency, thereby increasing write performance and throughput.
However, use of partial-SET decreases data retention time. As
a remedy to this problem, DyPhase employs novel distributed
refresh operations in PCM that leverage the available power
budget to periodically rewrite the stored data with minimal performance overhead. Unfortunately, the use of periodic refresh
operations increases the write rate of the memory, which in
turn accelerates memory degradation and decreases its lifetime.
DyPhase overcomes this shortcoming by utilizing a proactive
in-situ self-annealing (PISA) technique that periodically heals
degraded memory cells, resulting in decelerated degradation
and increased memory lifetime. Experiments with PARSEC
benchmarks indicate that our DyPhase architecture-based hybrid
dynamic random access memory (DRAM)–PCM memory system, when enabled with PISA, yields orders of magnitude higher
lifetime, 8.3% less CPI, and 44.3% less EDP on average over
other hybrid DRAM–PCM memory systems that utilize PCM
architectures from prior works.
Index Terms—Asymmetric write latency, distributed refresh,
endurance, lifetime, phase change memory (PCM).

I. I NTRODUCTION
OR DECADES since its emergence, dynamic random
access memory (DRAM) has supported the demands
on main memory capacity and performance. In today’s Big
Data era, next generation memory systems must be capable of offering the memory capacity required by large
data structures [1]. However, scaling DRAM below 22 nm to
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increase capacity is currently a major challenge [2], and at
22 nm, DRAM dissipates a large amount of leakage power [3].
These limitations make DRAM less suitable for next generation main memory, especially with the proliferation of Big
Data applications.
Recent advances have enabled phase change memory (PCM) as a leading technology that can alleviate the
leakage and scalability problems of traditional DRAM [4].
Compared to DRAM, PCM has nonvolatility, superior scalability, lower standby leakage power, and comparable read latency.
Single-level-cell (SLC) PCM differentiates between two resistance levels of a phase change material to store a logic bit
(logic “0” or “1”). An SLC PCM cell also requires different
durations and strengths of programming current to write 0 and
1. The RESET operation, which writes 0 to a PCM cell, uses
a short but high-amplitude current pulse to program the phase
change material to the amorphous state that has high resistance. In contrast, the SET operation, which writes 1 to a PCM
cell, utilizes 2–5× longer and 2–4× lower-amplitude current
pulses to program the phase change material to the polycrystalline state that has lower resistance. When a page (or line)
of data is written to PCM, the longer SET operation limits
the write latency. The resultant longer average write latency in
PCM may incur as much as 60% performance degradation [5].
Therefore, it is critical to reduce the inherently long write
latency of PCM, if PCM is to become a viable replacement
for DRAM in the next generation of memory systems.
In recent years, many techniques have been proposed
to minimize the effect of longer write latency on PCM
performance [5]–[17]. These methods either hide longer write
latency by scheduling writes among idle bank cycles [5]–[8] or
provide architecture-level solutions for reducing write latency
in multilevel cell (MLC) PCMs [9]–[13]. The write scheduling
methods are not suitable for high-performance systems where
there are few-to-no idle cycles between memory accesses,
whereas the architecture-level techniques presented in [9]–[13]
are specific to MLC PCMs, which is less preferred over SLC
PCMs due to reliability and variation susceptibility issues.
Thus, neither of these approaches is general enough to address
the long write latency in PCMs. Some other techniques
(e.g., [14]–[16]) have been proposed that utilize latency-aware
coding schemes to encode data words, which relax the need
to write 1 bits in some write operations, resulting in a reduced
average write latency. However, these methods cannot eliminate the need to write 1 bits in every write operation, thus,
limiting the improvement in average write latency.
This paper presents a novel PCM architecture called
DyPhase, which uses partial-SET operations instead of the
conventional SET operations to introduce a symmetry in write
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Fig. 1. (a) Basic structure of PCM cell. (b) Different states of PCM cell.
(c) Programming (write) and read pulses for PCM cell.

latency. DyPhase builds upon the partial-SET PCM architecture presented in [17] and overcomes its shortcomings. To
remedy the problem of shorter data retention time of partialSET PCM bits, DyPhase employs novel distributed refresh
operations in PCM that leverage the available power budget to
periodically rewrite the stored data with minimal performance
overhead. Unfortunately, the use of periodic refresh operations increases the write rate of the memory, which in turn
accelerates memory degradation and decreases its lifetime.
DyPhase overcomes this shortcoming by utilizing a proactive in-situ self-annealing (PISA) technique that periodically
restores degraded memory cells, resulting in decelerated degradation and increased memory lifetime. In summary, the novel
contributions of this paper are as follows.
1) A dynamic PCM architecture called DyPhase that introduces a symmetry in PCM write latency by using
partial-SET operations to write 1s.
2) A distributed refresh method called Reset-pSet Refresh
as a part of DyPhase architecture, that periodically
restores the data bits in DyPhase PCM to ensure reliable
data retention.
3) An improved refresh method called O-pSet Refresh that
refreshes only the partial-SET bits in DyPhase PCM to
achieve better performance than the Reset-pSet Refresh.
4) A PISA technique that decelerates the degradation of
DyPhase PCM cells and improves their lifetime.
II. BACKGROUND ON P HASE C HANGE M EMORY
As shown in Fig. 1(a), a PCM storage cell is comprised
of two electrodes separated by a resistive heater element and
phase change material, which is typically a chalcogenide material Ge2 Sb2 Te5 (GST) [18]. The bottom electrode is connected
to the heater element at its one end, whereas it is connected to
an access device at the other end. The access device is typically
one of the following three devices: 1) a standard nMOS transistor; 2) a bipolar junction transistor; or 3) a PN-junction diode.
As shown in Fig. 1(b), the GST can be switched between
two states (polycrystalline or amorphous) with dramatically
different electrical resistance. The amorphous high-resistance
(usually in the M range) state is used to represent a binary 0,
while the crystalline low-resistance (usually in the K range)
state represents a 1.
A PCM memory system has three basic operations: 1) read;
2) SET; and 3) RESET. A PCM cell can be read by simply sensing the current flow through it. Due to the large
gap between the two resistance levels (0 and 1) of the GST
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material, the sensed currents of these two states differ by
a large magnitude. The read operation latency is typically tens
of nanoseconds.
As shown in Fig. 1(c), in the write operations, different
heat-time profiles are applied to switch cells from one state
to the other. To RESET a PCM cell, a strong programming
current pulse (I RESET ) of short duration (T RESET ) is required.
This programming pulse raises the temperature of the GST
material to its melting point, after which the pulse is quickly
terminated. Subsequently, the small region of melted material
cools quickly, leaving the GST material programmed in the
amorphous state. As the region of the GST material that melts
due to the IRESET pulse is small, the required TRESET is short
(tens of nanoseconds). In contrast, to SET a PCM cell, a programming current pulse of a longer duration TSET and weaker
strength ISET is applied to program the cell from the amorphous state to the polycrystalline state. For the SET operation,
the temperature of the GST material is raised above its crystallization temperature (300 ◦ C) but below its melting point
(600 ◦ C) for a sufficient duration of time. As the crystallization rate is a function of temperature, and given the variability
of PCM cells, reliable crystallization requires a programming
pulse of hundreds of nanoseconds [4]. Thus the SET latency
of a PCM cell is longer than both the RESET latency and the
read latency.
From a system perspective, it is highly likely that both SET
and RESET operations occur in a typical PCM write, where
hundreds of bits are programmed in PCM cells. For this reason, the average write latency of a PCM system is limited
by the slower SET operations. Therefore, the write latency in
PCM memory is longer than the read latency.
III. R ELATED W ORK
In recent years, a compelling body of research has been conducted that aims to minimize the effect of longer write latency
on PCM performance [5]–[17], [35]–[38]. The PCM latency
improving methods presented in the literature can be broadly
classified into the following four categories: 1) methods that
optimize DRAM-PCM hybrid memory architectures to reduce
the number of write operations to PCM [35]–[38]; 2) methods that hide longer write latency by scheduling PCM writes
among idle bank cycles [5]–[8]; 3) architecture-level solutions for reducing write latency in MLC PCMs [9]–[13]; and
4) methods that utilize latency-aware data coding schemes to
relax the need for writing logic 1 bits in some write operations,
thereby reducing the average write latency [14]–[16].
The prior works (e.g., [35]–[38]) that utilize DRAM–PCM
hybrid memory systems, in general, optimize the memory
space and page allocation between the DRAM and PCM
parts of the main memory to reduce the number of write
operations to the high-latency PCM part. Lee et al. [35]
presented one of the earliest works on DRAM–PCM hybrid
memory, which provides a comprehensive design space exploration of DRAM–PCM hybrid memory systems from the
perspective of energy-delay efficiency. Khouzani et al. [36]
utilized DRAM as a cache to PCM and propose a DRAM
page replacement algorithm along with a conflict-aware page
remapping strategy to reduce the number of DRAM misses
and the resultant write backs to PCM. Lee et al. [37] proposed
a write-history aware page replacement algorithm for hybrid
DRAM–PCM architectures that estimates future write references based on write history, and then absorbs frequent writes
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into DRAM. Zhang et al. [38] proposed a write-back aware
last-level cache management scheme for the hybrid DRAM–
PCM main memory, which improves the cache hit ratio of
PCM blocks and minimizes write-backs to PCM.
A higher write latency can be masked using a DRAM–PCM
hybrid memory system with intelligent page allocation and
scheduling as long as there is sufficient write bandwidth [5].
Thus, a DRAM–PCM hybrid memory system draws forth an
untrue masked behavior of the PCM subsystem, as the DRAM
part of the hybrid system hides the longer write latency of
the constituent PCM part. However, as explained in [5], the
inherently longer latency of PCM write-back accesses, due to
DRAM misses, may stall subsequent read accesses, significantly increasing average read latency of the hybrid system.
As read accesses are latency critical, increasing read latency
has significant performance impact [5]. Therefore, improving
the true unmasked write latency of PCM accesses is imperative for improving the overall memory performance. For this
reason, we focus on minimizing the unmasked write latency
of PCM accesses in this paper.
To reduce the unmasked write latency of PCM, some prior
works (e.g., [5]–[8]) tend to schedule write requests during
idle bank cycles when the target banks are not serving any
other requests. Qureshi et al. [5] presented write pre-emption
that pre-empts the on-going write operation to serve a newly
arrived read request to the same bank, thereby reducing the
effect of longer write latencies on average read latency of the
PCM system. Kim et al. [7] proposed to overlap the resistance
drift latency of some write operations with concurrent read
operations, thereby achieving significant benefits in overall
system performance. Qureshi et al. [6] exploited the property
of PCM devices where PCM write latency is longer than read
latency only because of high-latency SET operations. They
propose an architectural technique called PreSET that proactively SETs all the bits in a given memory line during idle
bank cycles as soon as the line becomes dirty in the cache.
Thus, subsequent write operations to the line require only
RESET operations, which incur much lower latency. These
write scheduling methods are efficient in hiding longer write
latency, but cannot reduce the fundamental latency of every
write access. Therefore, in this paper, we aim to reduce the
fundamental latency of every PCM write access.
Some other architecture-level solutions (e.g., [9]–[13]) have
been proposed for reducing write latency in MLC PCMs.
These techniques are specific to MLC PCMs and they are
not general enough to be applicable for SLC PCMs. An
MLC PCM, which stores multiple bits (represented by multilevel resistance) in a single cell, offers high density with
low per-byte fabrication cost [9]. However, due to cell process
variations and the relatively small differences among resistance levels, MLC PCM typically employs an iterative write
scheme to achieve precise control, which suffers from large
write access latency [9]. Moreover, the susceptibility to variations renders MLC PCM less reliable than SLC PCM, making
it less preferable over SLC PCM. Therefore, we focus on
optimizing SLC PCM in this paper.
Some other techniques (e.g., [14]–[16]) have been proposed that utilize latency-aware coding schemes to encode
data words, which relax the need to write 1 bits in some
write operations, resulting in a reduced average write latency.
Cho and Lee [14] proposed Flip-N-Write, which on every
write request, updates only those bits of the new data word that
differ from the original data word. Flip-N-Write also limits the

required number of bit updates to half of the data word size by
“flipping” (inverting) the bit values of the new data word if the
number of to-be-updated bits is over half the data word size.
As a result, Flip-N-Write can achieve 2× write bandwidth by
doubling the write unit size without increasing the instantaneous write current. Yue and Zhu [15] exploited a property
of PCM cells that writing a 1 (SET operation) takes longer
time but a smaller amplitude current than writing a 0 (RESET
operation). They propose two-stage write, wherein a write is
divided into two stages: 1) in the write-0 stage, all zeros are
written at an accelerated speed and 2) in the write-l stage, all
ones are written with increased parallelism, without violating
power constraints. Two-stage write achieves better resource
utilization and reduces the service time of writing a cache line.
Li and Mohanram [16] proposed write-once-memory (WOM)
code PCM architecture (WOMC_PCM), wherein they encode
the PCM data words using a <22 >2 /3 WOM-code. A “<v>t /n
WOM-code” is a coding scheme that uses n “write-once bits”
to represent one of v values so that the WOM can be written
a total of t times by using only RESET operations. Therefore,
<22 >2 /3 WOM-code used in WOMC_PCM [16] utilizes a
3-bit code to represent one of four two-bit values that can be
written a total of two times by using only RESET operations.
Thus, WOMC_PCM architecture reduces the necessity of
using SET operations (to write 1s) during some writes, thereby
reducing the latency for those writes resulting in significantly
reduced average write latency. However, these methods (FlipN-Write [14], Two-stage write [15], and WOMC_PCM [16])
cannot eliminate the need to write 1 bits (the need to use
SET operations) in every write operation, thus, limiting the
achievable improvement in average write latency.
Different from all these works, this paper presents a novel
PCM architecture called DyPhase, which uses partial-SET
operations instead of the conventional SET operations to introduce a symmetry in write latency. DyPhase improves upon
the partial-SET PCM architecture presented in [17], a detailed
description of which is given in the next section.
IV. BACKGROUND : PARTIAL -S ET O PERATIONS
In a typical PCM, SET bits have about 1000× less resistance than RESET bits. However, the resistance contrast of
only 10×, which corresponds to 10× contrast in read sense
current, is sufficient to detect a logic 1 bit as separate from
a logic 0 bit. As described in [17] and [19], the resistance of
a RESET bit (logic 0) can be decreased by 8–10× by applying a SET current pulse of I SET amplitude but only of T RESET
duration. In other words, a SET pulse of T RESET duration can
decrease the resistance of a logic 0 bit by 8–10× to program it
as a logic 1 bit. We refer to the SET pulse of I SET magnitude
and T RESET duration as a partial-SET pulse and the corresponding cell-programming event as a partial-SET operation.
Similarly, the conventional SET operation with current pulse
of I SET amplitude and T SET duration is referred to as a fullSET operation henceforth. Thus, the latency of SET operations
can be reduced to be equal to the latency of RESET operations by using partial-SET pulses instead of full-SET pulses,
which can achieve the same performance from a system perspective as can be achieved by the ideal write operations with
symmetric latency. However, as described in [17], there exists
a reliability challenge with partial-SET operations.
Due to the resistance drift caused by the thermally activated
atomic rearrangement of the amorphous structure [17], [20],
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the resistance of a partial-SET PCM cell increases with time.
The phenomenon of resistance drift exhibits a power-law
model, Rt = R0 × tν , where R0 is the initial resistance of cells
after a write, t is the elapsed time (in s), and ν is the drift exponent. As a RESET cell has greater R0 than a SET/partial-SET
cell, a RESET cell exhibits greater drift rate. Nevertheless,
resistance drift in a RESET cell does not cause readout error,
as all cell resistance values above the specified boundary
threshold (reference resistance that distinguishes the RESET
state from the SET/partial-SET state) represent the RESET
state. In contrast, when Rt of a partial-SET cell crosses the
reference resistance due to drift, it erroneously represents
the RESET state. As described in [17], the partial-SET cells
give readout errors due to resistance drift for elapsed time of
about 4.9 s (the worst case). Thus, the retention time (elapsed
time after which resistance drift causes readout errors) of
partial-SET cells is about 4.9 s. However, from [48], the drift
exponent v and retention time of cells depend on temperature,
type and thickness of chalcogenide material, and the distance
of programmed cell-resistance R0 from the reference resistance
value. The exact value of R0 after a cell write depends on variations in the manufacturing, programming, and crystallization
processes [48]. Therefore, to account for the impact of these
variations on the drift rate of partial-SET cells, we conservatively choose a smaller value of 4 s for the retention time of
partial-SET cells.
To improve retention related reliability of partial-SET cells,
Li et al. [17] proactively scheduled full-SET write operations
on partial-SET lines within their retention window. To do
that, they propose maintaining a separate partial-SET queue
(in addition to the regular write request queue), each entry
of which stores the address and elapsed time for a partialSET line. In their proposed PCM architecture (referred to as
pSET_PCM henceforth), when the next regular write request
becomes issuable and if the partial-SET queue has a spare
entry, the line of request is written with partial-SET pulses
in the PCM array and a corresponding entry is made in the
partial-SET queue with its elapsed time value starting from
zero. Eventually, an entry from the partial-SET queue can be
released or evicted under three different scenarios. First, an
entry can be released from the partial-SET queue if the target bank of the corresponding line in memory is idle and can
accept a full-SET write without violating any timing or power
constraints. In the second scenario, if the partial-SET queue is
full and the newly issued write request arrives, the scheduler
first evicts the entry with the largest elapsed time from the
partial-SET queue, and issues a full-SET request to the corresponding line in the PCM array. After the full-SET request due
to the evicted entry, the newly requested line is written with
partial-SET pulses in the PCM array and the corresponding
entry is queued in the newly vacated location in the partialSET queue. In the third scenario, if the partial-SET queue
is full and no new write requests arrive for a long time, the
elapsed time for one or more entries in the queue may reach
the retention time of 4 s. In this scenario, all the entries whose
retention times have expired are rewritten in the PCM array
with full-SET operations and the corresponding entries from
the partial-SET queue are released.
In any scenario, due to reliability concerns associated
with the partial-SET lines, full-SET requests due to the
evicted/released entries are prioritized over regular read/write
requests [17]. Therefore, regular read/write requests are stalled
while full-SET requests are being serviced, which increases
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queuing latency of the stalled requests, resulting in an
increased average latency for the system. Thus, the use of
the partial-SET queue and having to rewrite the evicted
entries with full-SET operations significantly reduces the
write latency improvements achieved by the pSET_PCM
architecture.
One way of dealing with drift-induced errors in partial-SET
cells is to reactively correct these errors using a multibit error
correction support and a lightweight detect-and-scrub mechanism as proposed in [48]. In spite of being more effective
than device-level solutions at handling drift-induced errors, the
techniques in [48] incur significant overhead of error detection. In contrast, our proposed DyPhase architecture (discussed
in the next section) proactively scrubs drift-related errors and
eliminates the overhead of error detection. Moreover, our
DyPhase architecture utilizes the concept of partial-SET operations more effectively to achieve better improvements in PCM
latency and performance.
V. DY P HASE PCM A RCHITECTURE : OVERVIEW
DyPhase is a dynamic PCM architecture with symmetric write latency and restorable endurance. From a dataorganization and structural perspective, DyPhase does not
differ from other PCM architectures, and hence, it can be
implemented on any PCM system with arbitrary size, structure,
and data-organization. The key novel attributes of DyPhase
architecture are at the micro-architecture level, and are summarized as follows: 1) a distributed refresh method called ResetpSet Refresh (Section V-B); 2) an improved refresh method
called O-pSet Refresh with better performance (Section V-C);
and 3) a PISA technique that improves PCM lifetime
(Section VII).
A. Baseline PCM Architecture
Before diving into the specifics of our DyPhase architecture,
we present the general structure and data-organization of the
baseline PCM system used in this paper. DyPhase and other
PCM architectures in this paper used for comparison purposes
are all implemented on top of this baseline PCM system with
their specific microarchitecture-level attributes. Fig. 2 depicts
the structure and data-organization of this baseline PCM. As
shown in Fig. 2(a), a 4GB SLC PCM DIMM rank has 8 PCM
chips of 512 MB size each. The total PCM capacity is divided
across eight logical banks, each of which has 32 768 logical
rows. Each of these rows is of 16 KB in size and is striped
across 8 PCM chips. Thus each chip stores 2 KB of the row.
As shown in Fig. 2(b), in each individual chip of a logical
bank, the PCM cells are hierarchically organized into blocks
and sub-blocks. Peripheral circuitry, such as global decoders,
buffers, sense amplifiers (S/As), and write drivers (W/Ds) are
shared among blocks and are multiplexed across sub-blocks.
For read and write operations, global bitline decoders and local
bitline decoders select some bit-lines and connect them to S/As
for reading or W/Ds for writing. In the case of a PCM write
operation, the write current flows from W/D to the accessed
cell’s ground line through the local and global bitlines, GST
material of the cell, and access device. For a read operation,
the read current follows the same path except that it originates
from the S/A.
As shown in Fig. 2(a), each PCM chip has dedicated
charge pumps (CPs), which are responsible for providing
large amplitude voltage and currents for READ, RESET, and
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TABLE I
VARIOUS PARAMETERS FOR 11-nm D IODE -S WITCHED SLC PCM
S YSTEM OF 4 GB C APACITY W ITH E IGHT C HIPS P ER R ANK

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 2. (a) Architecture of the baseline SLC PCM DIMM rank and a logical
bank. (b) Hierarchical organization of a single-chip part of a PCM logical
bank in the baseline PCM rank. (c) CP system for the baseline PCM array.

SET operations. For the baseline PCM system, we assume
the use of multiunit modular CPs as described in [13]. As
the amplitudes of currents required for READ, RESET, and
SET operations are different, these operations require dedicated multiunit CPs. Fig. 2(c) shows a multiunit CP system
for a PCM array with a dedicated multiunit CP per PCM
operation.
Table I gives relevant parameter values (voltage, current,
energy, delay etc.) for different operations of the basic diodeswitched 11-nm 4GB SLC PCM system with one PCM
DIMM rank. These values are consistent across all the PCM
architectures used in this paper. We first used NVsim [23],
a CACTI-based nonvolatile memory modeling tool, to calculate 22-nm diode-switch PCM chip parameters. Then we
scaled the calculated parameter values to 11-nm PCM technology values following the PCM scaling guidelines given
in [4] and [24]. According to the scaling guidelines in [24],
the SET/RESET resistance increases linearly (by k) and programming current reduces linearly (by 1/k) as the PCM feature
size scales down by k. Note that the scaled values of programming currents (SET/partial-SET/RESET) given in Table I
are greater than ITRS-projected values for the 11-nm PCM
process [2]. The use of higher than ITRS projected programming currents in our simulations provides significant tolerance
against possible discrepancies between the ITRS projections
and actual manufacturable solutions. As both SET/partial-SET
and RESET resistances increase with process scaling, the
dynamic range of resistance (difference in resistance between
SET/partial-SET and RESET states) is preserved with process scaling. Moreover, process scaling does not affect read
and write latencies, as the read/write latencies are primarily determined by the phase change material (GST in this
paper) [4].
As implied in [13], the underlying design of CPs and total
wasted power (leakage and parasitic) decides the peak power

budget of a memory chip. Moreover, up to 75% of the total
power consumed by a multiunit CP system of a typical PCM
chip is wasted as parasitic and leakage power [13]. As we
adopt a modular multiunit CP system in our baseline PCM,
the total number of modular CP units decide the peak power
provisioning to the PCM chip, which in turn decides how
many 1-bit RESET operations can occur concurrently per chip.
Hay et al. [25] calculated that the peak cell-write current of
168 mA provided by a typical DDR3-1066×16 DRAM memory can allow up to 560 simultaneous single-bit RESETs in
a typical PCM with I RESET of 300 μA. But our assumed baseline PCM system has I RESET of 40 μA (Table I), and modern
DRAMs (e.g., [26] and [27]) can easily provide peak cellwrite current of 200 mA (or more) per chip. This implies
that our assumed baseline PCM system can support up to
5000 (200 mA/40 μA) 1-bit RESETs per chip. To be conservative, we assume that our baseline PCM can support up
to 512B (equal to eight 64B cache lines) RESET operations
per chip. The number of CP units to support this peak power
provisioning and their area and power overheads are given in
Table I.
We implement the key attributes of our proposed DyPhase
architecture on the above-described baseline PCM. Similar to
the pSET_PCM architecture described in [17], the DyPhase
architecture also uses partial-SET operations instead of fullSET operations to write 1s to PCM cells. Reset-pSet Refresh
and O-pSet Refresh, the microarchitecture-level key attributes
of the DyPhase architecture, are described next.

B. Reset-pSet Refresh
To deal with the retention related reliability issues of
partial-SET operations, DyPhase PCM employs Reset-pSet
Refresh, which is a distributed refresh technique that periodically restores data bits in DyPhase PCM cells every 4 s (the
retention window of partial-SET cells from [17]) and ensures
reliable data retention.
Reset-pSet Refresh and O-pSet Refresh are different from
the distributed/interleaved refresh technique used in state-ofthe-art DRAM systems [26]–[29], [40]–[42] in the following
ways.
1) The distributed refresh in DRAM restores the charge
in DRAM storage cells, whereas Reset-pSet Refresh
and O-pSet Refresh restore the difference in resistance
between the partial-SET and RESET states of DyPhase
PCM cells.
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2) Reset-pSet Refresh and O-pSet Refresh have longer
refresh interval due to the longer data retention time
for PCMs than DRAMs.
3) Reset-pSet Refresh and O-pSet Refresh methods refresh
smaller number of cells in parallel per refresh command,
because refreshing a PCM cell requires larger amount
of current compared to refreshing a DRAM cell, which
in turn limits the number of PCM cells that can be
refreshed in parallel to a smaller number for the given
peak current provisioning during a refresh command.
Typically, in the popular interleaved refresh scheme, each
refresh command refreshes a certain number of rows depending on the size of the row and memory capacity. One refresh
command is scheduled after every refresh interval (tREFI),
defined as the Retention Time/Total Number of Rows. The
number of rows that need to be refreshed during every refresh
command is calculated as Memory Capacity/(Row Size × Total
Number of Rows) [29]. The time taken by every refresh command to refresh the required number of rows is defined as
refresh cycle time (tRFC), which depends on the granularity
at which the required rows are refreshed.
As shown in Fig. 3(a), in DyPhase PCM, due to the drift
in resistance of partial-SET cells, the difference in resistance between the RESET and partial-SET cells becomes very
small after 4 s (retention period). As a result, logic 1 bits
become very marginally distinguishable from logic 0s, potentially harming the validity of stored data. Reset-pSet Refresh
restores the difference in resistance between partial-SET and
RESET cells to be 8–10×, which ensures that logic 1s are
clearly distinguishable from 0s. For that, as shown in Fig. 3(b),
Reset-pSet Refresh first reads the cells that are being refreshed
and stores their data in a buffer, and then rewrites the buffered
data in the cells in multiple write cycles (four write cycles in
this case) depending on the granularity of refresh operation. To
rewrite the buffered data, Reset-pSet Refresh uses RESET (for
0s) and partial-SET (for 1s) operations, which in turn ensures
restoration of the difference in resistance between partial-SET
and RESET cells. In a PCM system, the granularity of refresh
operation is decided from the peak power provisioning to the
constituent PCM chips.
Each row of a DyPhase logical bank is 16 KB in size
[stripped across 8 DyPhase chips; Fig. 2(a)] and there are total
of 32768 × 8 = 262 144 rows in a 4 GB DyPhase rank, which
implies that exactly one row should be refreshed during every
refresh command. Moreover, as the retention time for partialSET cells in DyPhase PCM is 4 s, the tREFI for the DyPhase
PCM becomes 15.26 μs (4 s/262 144). As mentioned earlier,
our baseline PCM, and hence the DyPhase PCM, can support
only up to 512B 1-bit writes per chip. But all eight chips of
a DyPhase rank can function in parallel, which allows up to
512B × 8 = 4KB cells to be written in parallel per DyPhase
rank. As a result, refreshing/rewriting a 16 KB row requires
four write cycles where one write cycle rewrites only 4 KB
cells in parallel across all eight chips. The required number of
write cycles per refresh command defines the granularity of
the refresh operation, which in turn defines tRFC.
To evaluate tRFC for Reset-pSet Refresh, reconsider
Fig. 3(b). A Reset-pSet Refresh cycle is comprised of one read
cycle followed by four write cycles. During the read cycle,
first, the global and local wordline decoders (GWL_DEC,
LWL _DEC) decode the target row address in 1.5 ns (scaled
down value from [4] to 11 nm). Then, the S/As read data from
the target row in 40 ns (Table I) and store it in the buffer in
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 3. (a) Schematic of drift in resistance of partial-SET cells of a singlechip part of a DyPhase bank over the retention period of 4 s. (b) Schematic
of a Reset-pSet Refresh cycle.

2 ns (scaled down value from [4]). As this buffer is used for
refresh operations, we refer to it as refresh-buffer henceforth.
After the read cycle, the first write cycle starts after providing
2 ns time for data stability in the refresh-buffer. Every write
cycle starts with bitline decode phase, which takes about 2 ns.
Then, the W/Ds write the buffered data back in the row cells in
50 ns (defined by partial-SET operations; Table I). Every write
cycle of a Reset-pSet Refresh command refreshes 4 KB cells
in parallel (512B per chip) and is followed by an idle period
of 10 ns to limit the average power within the budget. From
this analysis, the tRFC time for Reset-pSet Refresh is calculated to be 293.5 ns (45.5 ns (40 ns + 1.5 ns + 2 ns + 2 ns)
for the read cycle and 248 ns [4 × (50 ns + 10 ns + 2 ns)] for
total four write cycles).
In summary, the Reset-pSet Refresh method schedules one
refresh command to a DyPhase rank every 15.26 μs, which
refreshes one logical row of 16 KB size in 293.5 ns. As
the Reset-pSet Refresh fully utilizes the available power budget, the entire DyPhase rank is stalled for the tRFC time of
293.5 ns during which it does not serve any other memory
requests. Thus, Reset-pSet Refresh enables DyPhase PCM to
use partial-SET operations without any retention related reliability issues, and stalls only for 1.9% of the total run time of
memory.
Note that, as only one row is refreshed at a time in the
entire PCM system, the refresh-buffer can be shared among
all the banks. Therefore, only one refresh-buffer is required
per DyPhase rank, which is striped across eight PCM chips
and its size is exactly equal to the size of a logical row
(i.e., 16 KB). According to our area and power analysis,
using NVSim-based [23] standard cell library that is scaled for
11 nm technology node, the refresh-buffer consumes 0.02 mm2
area and dissipates 10.3 pJ dynamic energy and 2 mW leakage
power.
C. O-pSet Refresh
O-pSet Refresh builds on Reset-pSet Refresh to reduce
the tRFC time and energy overhead of refresh operations.
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also requires one multibit voltage comparator of 16 KB size.
According to our area and power analysis, using NVSimbased [23] standard cell library scaled for the 11 nm node,
the multibit comparator of 16 KB size consumes 0.05 mm2
area and dissipates 18 pJ dynamic energy and 3.5 mW
leakage power.
Lastly, note that, we refer to a DyPhase PCM system that
employs Reset-pSet Refresh as Reset-pSet DyPhase henceforth.
Similarly, we refer to a DyPhase PCM system that employs
O-pSet Refresh as O-pSet DyPhase.

Fig. 4.

Schematic of an O-pSet Refresh cycle.

The main idea is based on the fact that the resistance drift
in partial-SET cells of the DyPhase PCM is the main contributor to the retention related reliability issues. For this
reason, it is sufficient to refresh/rewrite only the partial-SET
cells of the target row in order to restore the difference in
resistance between the partial-SET and RESET cells. There
is no need to rewrite the RESET cells. Therefore, O-pSet
Refresh rewrites/refreshes only the partial-SET cells of the
target row. As evident from I SET and I RESET values given in
Table I, partial-SET operations require 2× less current than
RESET operations. Because of this relaxed current requirements, DyPhase PCM can support total 5000 × 2 = 10 000
1-bit partial-SET operations in parallel per chip, which are
twice as many RESET operations per chip. However, we
conservatively limit the maximum number of partial-SET operations to 8192 bits per chip. As a result, refreshing the target
row of 16 KB with O-pSet Refresh requires only two constituent write cycles, as one write cycle can rewrite 8 KB
(8Kb×8 chips) partial-SET cells per DyPhase rank.
To evaluate tRFC for O-pSet Refresh, consider Fig. 4. An
O-pSet Refresh cycle is comprised of one read cycle followed
by an assess cycle and two consecutive write cycles. Similar to
the read cycle of Reset-pSet Refresh, the read cycle of O-pSet
Refresh also accesses the target row, reads its data and stores it
in the refresh-buffer, in 45.5 ns. In the assess cycle, a multibit
voltage comparator assesses the buffered data (1s and 0s, i.e.,
digital voltage levels) in 3 ns to find out exactly how many
and which bits in the target row (stored in the buffer) are
partial-SET bits (or 1s). After knowing exactly which bits are
partial-SET, the output of the comparator enables the W/Ds
corresponding to the partial-SET bits in 2 ns. In each of
the following two write cycles, the enabled W/Ds rewrite the
partial-SET bits of half (8 KB) of the target row in 62 ns (the
same time-duration as the write cycle of Reset-pSet Refresh),
including 2 ns for bitline decode, 50 ns for partial-SET operations and 10 ns of idle period. Thus, an O-pSet Refresh has
tRFC time of 174.5 ns (45.5 ns+5 ns+62 ns×2). Note that,
similar to the Reset-pSet Refresh, O-pSet Refresh also refreshes
one row every refresh command and has a tREFI of 15.26 μs.
In summary, O-pSet Refresh schedules one refresh command
to a DyPhase PCM rank every 15.26 μs, which refreshes one
logical row of 16KB size in 174.5 ns. Thus, O-pSet Refresh
reduces the tRFC by 40% compared to Reset-pSet Refresh.
Similar to Reset-pSet Refresh, O-pSet Refresh also needs only
one refresh-buffer of 16 KB size per rank. In addition, it

D. Analysis of Write Endurance
Our full-system simulation analysis (Section VII) shows that
due to the achieved improvements in write latency both the
variants of our DyPhase architecture (Reset-pSet DyPhase and
O-pSet DyPhase) yield greater performance than the baseline
PCM (Section V-A) and the other PCM architectures from
prior works such as Partial-SET PCM (pSET_PCM_QD8) [17]
and WOMC_PCM [16]. In addition to poor write latency, poor
write endurance is also a major challenge for the widespread
adoption of PCM as main memory. A common measure of the
PCM’s write endurance is its lifetime, which mainly depends
on its write rate. Assuming that PCM writes can be made
uniform for the entire PCM capacity due to the use of wearleveling techniques (e.g., [44]–[46]), the PCM lifetime is given
by the equation [21]
S.W m
Y=
(1)
B.F.225
where, Y is PCM lifetime in years, Wm is maximum allowable
number of writes per cell, B is write rate in bytes/cycle, F is
frequency of processor in Hz, and S is PCM capacity in bytes.
From the equation, the lifetime of a PCM system depends
on its write rate (B) in terms of bytes/cycle. The number
of bytes per cycle written to a PCM system depends on the
application workload of the system and underlying PCM system architecture. In general, the write rate of a PCM system
corresponds to the write throughput for a given application
workload. However, for the O-pSet DyPhase and Reset-pSet
DyPhase architectures, the write rate is somewhat different
from the write throughput due to the additional writes induced
by periodic refresh operations. During the distributed refresh
operations of O-pSet and Reset-pSet DyPhase architectures, an
entire 4 GB DyPhase rank is refreshed in 4 s, which causes the
refresh-induced write rate for the O-pSet DyPhase and ResetpSet DyPhase architectures to be 0.54 bytes/cycle assuming
a 0.5 ns cycle period. As these refresh-induced periodic writes
do not stem from application workload, the net write rate for
the O-pSet DyPhase and Reset-pSet DyPhase architectures is
0.54 bytes/cycle plus the workload-induced write throughput.
Similarly, the pSET_PCM_QD8 requires rewriting of the
partial-SET-queue-evicted entries with full-SET operations. As
a result, in pSET_PCM_QD8 architecture, every workloadinduced memory write operation is performed two times. This
causes the net write rate of the pSET_PCM_QD8 architecture
to be twice the workload-induced write throughput.
Fig. 5(a) gives the net write rate values for various PCM
architectures for PARSEC benchmarks. Fig. 5(b) gives lifetime values [evaluated using (1) for the net write rate values
given in Fig. 5(a)] for various PCM architectures. The details
of the simulation setup and system configuration utilized to
obtain these results are given in Section VII. For our evaluation of lifetime values, we took the values of Wm , F, and S
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(a)

(b)
Fig. 5. (a) Net PCM write rate. (b) Normalized PCM lifetime values for
various hybrid PCM main memory systems. Lifetime values are only for the
PCM parts of the hybrid systems and are normalized with respect to the PCM
part of the baseline hybrid system.

to be 108 ([2] and [4]), 2 GHz, and 4 GB (see Section V),
respectively. Note that the utilized hybrid PCM-DRAM configuration for main memory along with the biased coin-based
migration policy (see Section VII) favor some applications
(i.e., Blackscholes, Bodytrack, Facesim, and Fluidanimate)
such that majority of the writes induced by these applications
are consumed by the DRAM part of the main memory. As
a result, the PCM parts of all architectures in Fig. 5(a) yield
very small values of workload-dependent write-rates for these
applications. Therefore, baseline PCM, WOMC_PCM, and
pSET_PCM_QD8 achieve significantly long lifetimes for these
applications. However, in spite of having very small values of
workload-dependent write rate for the favored applications,
O-pSet DyPhase and Reset-pSet DyPhase architectures yield
significantly short lifetimes compared to the other PCM architectures due to the large values of refresh-induced write rate.
In fact, O-pSet DyPhase and Reset-pSet DyPhase have the
highest write rate values for all the applications [Fig. 5(a)],
resulting in the shortest lifetimes. For instance, for Canneal
application, O-pSet DyPhase has 4.6, 0.7, 3.3 years shorter
lifetime than baseline, pSET_PCM_QD8, and WOMC_PCM,
respectively. Similarly, Reset-pSet DyPhase has 4.7, 0.8,
3.4 years shorter lifetime than baseline, pSET_PCM_QD8 and
WOMC_PCM, respectively. Thus, in spite of having superior
performance and energy-efficiency, both O-pSet DyPhase and
Reset-pSet DyPhase architectures have shorter lifetimes. In
the next section, we present an efficient solution for these
lifetime-related shortcomings of the DyPhase architectures.
VI. R ESTORATION OF W RITE E NDURANCE
A. Proactive In-Situ Self-Annealing
In this section, we present a system-level implementation of
an improved version of a previously proposed technique called
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in-situ self-annealing (ISA) [32], which remedies write-cycleinduced degradation in PCM cells and restores their lifetime.
As discussed in [32], the resistance of a typical PCM cell
in the RESET state significantly decreases as the number of
cell-writes increase beyond 104 . In this state, the PCM cell is
referred to as having stuck-SET failure. This trend of decreasing RESET resistance with increasing cell-writes continues
until near the end of the cell’s lifetime, where the RESET
resistance of the cell drastically increases with increase in the
number of cell-writes before the electrical path between the
chalcogenide material GST and access device in the cell severs after about 108 cell-writes. In this state, the PCM cell
is referred to as having stuck-RESET failure. Intuitively, the
number of cell-writes during a given amount of time increases
with increase in write rate. Hence, the lifetime of a cell
decreases with increase in write rate, which is also evident
from (1).
The PCM-endurance-restoring ISA technique presented
in [32] monitors the resistance of each PCM cell after every
RESET operation, and reactively triggers a healing procedure
when the cell-resistance drops below a certain threshold value
(typically corresponding to cell-writes greater than 104 ). To
heal a degraded cell, the ISA technique applies a self-annealing
current pulse of certain amplitude (I ISA ) and duration (T ISA ) to
it. This current pulse results in localized joule heating, which
in turn anneals the GST material of the cell and restores its
write endurance. As discussed in [32], a healing current pulse
that has 15%–20% more amplitude than I RESET and T ISA of
10 μs can completely restore the cell’s endurance and lifetime,
if the cell was not already written to for more than 5 × 104
times before issuing the healing current pulse. A cell can be
partially restored (only by 90%–95%) if the number of cellwrites is between 5×104 and 108 at the time of healing-pulse
application; if a cell is written for more than 108 times, it
cannot be restored at all with the ISA technique [32].
From the value of I RESET given in Table I, it can be implied
that self-annealing current pulses with I ISA = 48 μA (20%
more than I RESET ) and T ISA = 10 μs can restore the lifetime
of our DyPhase PCMs. However, the ISA technique presented
in [32] reactively triggers the issuance of 10 μs long selfannealing current pulses, which is impractical as it requires
frequent assessment of cell resistance (typically after each
write) and incurs excessive performance penalty. Therefore, an
efficient workaround to this shortcoming is required to be able
to effectively use the ISA technique for our O-pSet DyPhase
and Reset-pSet DyPhase architectures.
As a solution, we propose a proactive technique PISA
that has minimal performance penalty. As shown in Fig. 6,
PISA periodically schedules interleaved healing cycles, issuing
a healing-burst (a burst of healing operations) of time-duration
THB at the end of every restoration period (TRSP ). During
a healing-burst, multiple healing cycles (of THLC time duration
each) are interleaved with a healing interval of THEALI timeduration between two successive healing cycles. Periodically
issued healing bursts ensure that an assessment of PCM cell
resistance after each cell-write is not required, and hence, the
overhead of healing operations is reduced.
However, due to the presence of endurance variations [39],
unpredictable wear-rate patterns are inflicted upon individual
PCM cells. This results in an uncertain amount of degradation
of individual PCM cells during every TRSP period, which in
turn results in uncertain amount of endurance for individual
PCM cells after every THB healing burst. To guard against this
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Fig. 6. Periodically scheduled interleaved healing cycles during a restoration
period of the PISA technique.

uncertainty and resultant reliability issues, we propose to periodically assess the PCM cell resistance during the read cycles
of periodic O-pSet Refresh and Reset-pSet Refresh commands.
During the read cycle of any refresh command, if the resistance of any of the RESET cells of the accessed row is found
to have reduced by more than 10% of the nominal RESET cell
resistance, it serves as an indication (as implied from [32]) that
one or more cells of the accessed row may have stuck-SET
failure. Upon detection of a stuck-SET failure, the DyPhase
memory controller schedules a healing burst in coalescence
with the following four successive refresh periods. The implementation details of the healing-burst schedule and DyPhase
controller are given in the next section.
Moreover, we carefully select the values of THB , TRSP ,
and THEALI to meet the following criteria, so that significant improvement in DyPhase PCM lifetime with minimal
performance overhead can be achieved.
1) TRSP and THB are chosen such that the number of cellwrites do not exceed 5×104 for any DyPhase cell during
the restoration period. This helps in avoiding untimely
cell failures and ensures complete healing of PCM cells
during each restoration cycle.
2) THB and THEALI are chosen such that all the rows of
a DyPhase rank are healed during THB time without
violating the instantaneous power budget.
3) The introduction of THB , TRSP , and THEALI timing
parameters does not add to the complexity of the design
and operation of DyPhase memory controller.
We select TRSP based on the maximum achievable write
rate of the Intel Core i7-6700K processor, which is one of
the fastest general purpose processors today [33]. Deciding
TRSP in this way ensures that the chosen value of TRSP
meets the above criteria for all the commodity general purpose processors available today. As described in [33], the Intel
Core i7-6700K processor can achieve peak double precision
floating-point performance of 81.28 GFlops. If one Flop on
average writes 1B in the memory (as explained in [34]) and
if we assume that PCM writes can be made uniform for the
entire PCM capacity, it takes 2642 s [derived from (1)] for
the Intel Core i7-6700K processor (that has F = 4 GHz) to
achieve 5×104 cell-writes for our DyPhase PCM architectures
(S = 4 GB). Now, if we choose a value of TRSP that is an integer multiple of DyPhase PCM’s retention period of 4 s, we
can significantly reduce the complexity of DyPhase controller
used for managing the new PCM timing parameter TRSP , as the
controller can calculate TRSP by simply counting the number
of elapsed retention periods. Therefore, we choose TRSP to be
2640 s, which is the 660th multiple of the retention period 4 s.
Similarly, we make it easier for the DyPhase controller to
manage THB and THEALI parameters by designing the DyPhase

controller to schedule the interleaved healing operations during the THB time-duration at the same granularity at which
the distributed O-pSet Refresh and Reset-pSet Refresh operations are scheduled. For that reason, and to ensure that the
instantaneous power constraints are not violated, we choose
THB = 16 s and THEALI = 15.26 μs. The implementation of
our PISA technique with these values of parameters THEALI ,
THB , and TRSP is described in the next section.
Note that, as IISA of 48 μA is greater than IRESET , and as
the healing operations are different from the RESET operations, a DyPhase chip requires separate on-chip CP units
for sourcing IISA during healing operations. The addition of
extra CP units incurs area and power overheads. Nevertheless,
as it will be clear from the discussion in Section VII-C, in
spite of having high overhead, the introduction of on-chip CP
units for healing operations ultimately results in better lifetime and energy-efficiency for O-pSet DyPhase and Reset-pSet
DyPhase.
B. Implementation of PISA Technique on DyPhase PCM
This section presents the implementation of PISA on the
O-pSet DyPhase and Reset-pSet DyPhase architectures. As
mentioned in the previous section, we choose THB and THEALI
to be 16 s and 15.26 μs, respectively, which are equal to the
values of 4×retention period (or 4×refresh period) and refresh
interval (tREFI), respectively. Moreover, the restoration period
of PISA technique (i.e., TRSP ) is an integer multiple (660th)
of the refresh period, i.e., one restoration period of 2640 s
is equal to 660 refresh periods (of 4 s each). To leverage
this multiplicity of parameters TRSP , THB , and THEALI with
tREFI and refresh period, the DyPhase controller treats every
restoration period as a scheduled sequence of 660 consecutive refresh periods (of 4 s each). During each of the first
656 scheduled refresh periods, the DyPhase controller issues
a total of 256K refresh commands that refresh 256K rows
(i.e., one refresh command refreshes one row) with 15.26 μs
refresh interval between two successive refresh commands.
Every refresh command takes tRFC time to refresh the target row, and the value of tRFC depends on which refresh
technique (i.e., O-pSet Refresh or Reset-pSet Refresh) is used.
The controller proactively schedules a healing burst of
THB = 16 s along with the four refresh periods from
657th refresh period to 660th. Thus, each healing burst has
four constituent refresh periods. Now, during each of the
four healing-burst-constituent refresh periods, a refresh command and a healing operation both are scheduled together
every 15.26 μs. The combination of a refresh command and
a healing operation is referred to as a refresh-healing dual
henceforth. A total of 256K refresh-healing duals are issued
during every healing-burst-constituent refresh period. Each of
these refresh-healing duals requires THLC time-duration and
refreshes one entire row but heals only 1/4th of the row. As
a result, at the end of the first healing-burst-constituent refresh
period, all the rows of a 4 GB DyPhase rank are refreshed
once, but only the 1/4th parts of all the rows are healed.
Similarly, at the end of the second healing-burst-constituent
refresh period, all the rows of the DyPhase rank are refreshed
twice, but only the 2/4th parts of all the rows are healed.
Consequently, at the end of the fourth and final healing-burstconstituent refresh period (i.e., at the end of the healing burst),
all the rows of the DyPhase rank are refreshed four times, but
they are all healed once.
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Fig. 8.

Fig. 7. Schematic of a refresh-healing dual operation for the PISA-enabled
Reset-pSet DyPhase PCM.
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Schematic of a CP system with healing CPs and HL/Ds.

power due to their very low power conversion efficiency of
25% [13]. Nevertheless, as will be clear in the next section, in
spite of area and power overheads, our O-pSet-PISA-DyPhase
and Reset-pSet-PISA-DyPhase architectures achieve greater
lifetime and energy-efficiency compared to the other PCM
architectures from prior works.
VII. E VALUATION

Fig. 7 illustrates a refresh-healing dual operation for the
PISA-enabled Reset-pSet DyPhase. The operation consists of
one read cycle, one healing cycle, and 2 or 4 write cycles (2 for
O-pSet DyPhase and 4 for Reset-pSet DyPhase). Similar to the
read cycles of O-pSet Refresh and Reset-pSet Refresh commands, the read cycle of a refresh-healing dual also accesses
the target row, reads its data and stores it in the buffer, all
in a total of 45.5 ns. Then follows a healing cycle, during
which only 1/4th of all the cells (4 KB per rank and 4 Kb
per chip) of the target row are healed in parallel by applying
IISA = 48 μA to each cell for TISA = 10 μs duration (corresponds to 1.2 nJ energy per cell). We discuss the design of
healing current provisioning later in this section. The healing
cycle precedes an idle recovery time of 100 ns that recovers
the current delivery network from the peak surge of healing
current. Then follows the write cycles, each of which takes
62 ns to rewrite the buffered data in the target row. Thus, if
the PISA technique is implemented on the O-pSet DyPhase
architecture (the resulting architecture is called O-pSet-PISADyPhase henceforth), the refresh-healing dual requires THLC
of 10274.5 ns, which stalls the PCM for 1.5% of the total
run time of memory. On the other hand, if the PISA technique is implemented on Reset-pSet DyPhase (the resulting
architecture is called Reset-pSet-PISA-DyPhase henceforth),
the refresh-healing dual requires THLC of 10393.5 ns, which
stalls PCM for 2.3% of the total run time of memory.
As only a 1/4th part of the target row is healed
during every healing cycle, the healing cycle requires
196.6 mA (48 μA×4096) of current per chip. As described
in the previous section, we use separate on-chip CP units
to provide this healing current. The introduction of separate on-chip heal CP units requires restructuring of the CP
system and PCM array peripherals, as shown in Fig. 8.
A separate set of drivers called heal drivers (HL/Ds) are
introduced. During a healing operation of a PCM cell, healing current of I ISA amplitude flows from HL/D to the cell
ground line through bit-line decoder, bit-line, GST, and access
device. If we use the same design of on-chip CPs as used
in [13], the on-chip CP units that can deliver 196.6 mA current occupy 4.4 mm2 area and dissipate 1.5 W of leakage

A. Evaluation Setup
We performed full-system simulation analysis to compare
the four variants of our DyPhase architecture (Reset-pSet
DyPhase and O-pSet DyPhase with and without PISA) with
the baseline PCM (Section V-A). We also compare with
other PCM architectures from prior works: partial-SET PCM
(pSET_PCM_QD8: the pSET_PCM architecture discussed in
Section IV with partial-SET queue depth of eight entries) [17]
and WOMC_PCM [16]. We implement an energy- and cycleaccurate model of the baseline PCM system described in
Section V-A in NVMain 2.0 [30]. We model the DyPhase,
pSET_PCM_QD8, and WOMC_PCM architectures by implementing their unique characteristics on the model of the
baseline PCM system. We use the resulting energy- and cycleaccurate models of PCM architectures in a DRAM–PCM
hybrid main memory system.
We integrated our NVMain 2.0-based main memory system models with gem5 [31] for full-system simulations. We
use the PARSEC benchmark suite for our simulation analysis
because it covers a wide spectrum of working sets, locality,
data sharing, synchronization, and off-chip traffic [22]. We ran
each PARSEC benchmark for a specific “warm-up” period
and then captured full-system CPI count and memory system
behavior for the subsequent region of interest [47]. Table II
gives the configurations of the DRAM–PCM main memory
systems. Table III gives the configuration of gem5 that was
used for this paper. The first-ready first-come-first-serve (FRFCFS) scheduling scheme was used for the DRAM parts of all
main memory subsystems, whereas the FR-FCFS scheme with
write buffering was used for the PCM parts. An open page policy and row:rank:bank:channel:col address mapping scheme
were used for all simulations. Average latency, CPI counts, net
write throughput, and energy-delay product (EDP) values for
the memory subsystem were obtained from gem5 integrated
NVMain 2.0.
B. Evaluation Results for DyPhase Without PISA
Fig. 9 shows absolute values of full-system CPI counts
for various hybrid PCM main memory systems across
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TABLE II
C ONFIGURATION OF H YBRID DRAM-PCM M EMORY S YSTEM

Fig. 10.
Absolute net write throughput values for various hybrid PCM
systems across PARSEC benchmarks.
TABLE III
G EM 5 S IMULATION C ONFIGURATION

(a)

(b)

Fig. 11. (a) Net throughput. (b) EDP values for various hybrid PCM systems
averaged across PARSEC benchmarks. The values are normalized with respect
to the baseline hybrid PCM system. The error bars represent standard deviation
of values across the PARSEC benchmarks.

Fig. 9. Absolute values of full-system CPI counts for various hybrid PCM
systems across PARSEC benchmarks.

twelve PARSEC benchmarks. O-pSet DyPhase yields 6.9%
smaller CPI count on average over all the other hybrid
PCM systems. More specifically, O-pSet DyPhase yields
about 0.3%, 3.7%, 6.7%, and 16.8% less CPI over ResetpSet DyPhase, WOMC_PCM, pSET_PCM_QD8, and baseline PCM, respectively. Moreover, Reset-pSet DyPhase
yields 3.5%, 6.5%, and 16.4% less average latency over
WOMC_PCM, pSET_PCM_QD8, and baseline PCM systems,
respectively. O-pSet DyPhase has a 40% smaller tRFC than
Reset-pSet DyPhase, which results in 0.3% less CPI for O-pSet
DyPhase compared to Reset-pSet DyPhase.
In spite of using partial-SET operations instead of full-SET
operations to write 1s, the use of partial-SET queue and having
to rewrite the evicted entries with full-SET operations reduces
the CPI improvements achieved by the pSET_PCM_QD8 system compared to WOMC_PCM and DyPhase systems. Along
the same lines, as WOMC_PCM needs to use full-SET operations for every alternate write to the same memory location,
it cannot completely eliminate the need to use full-SET operations. As a result, it has greater CPI value compared to the
DyPhase architectures.
Fig. 10 gives net write throughput values for various
hybrid PCM systems across the PARSEC benchmarks. O-pSet
DyPhase achieves about 1.4%, 15.9%, 28.1%, and 69.8% more
net write throughput than Reset-pSet DyPhase, WOMC_PCM,

pSET_PCM_QD8, and baseline PCM, respectively. Moreover,
Reset-pSet DyPhase yields 14.3%, 26.3%, and 67.4% more
write throughput than WOMC_PCM, pSET_PCM_QD8, and
baseline PCM, respectively.
From the results in Fig. 10, pSET_PCM_QD8,
WOMC_PCM, O-pSet DyPhase, and Reset-pSet DyPhase
have less write throughput for the Fluidanimate application
than all other applications. From [22], Fluidanimate shows
seamless streaming behavior, which results in consecutive
memory-writes being mapped to physically adjacent memory locations. This type of write behavior provides more
opportunities for the utilized migration policy [30] to migrate
the majority of write-intensive pages to the DRAM parts
of the hybrid PCM systems. As a result, the PCM parts
of these hybrid PCM systems get significantly less write
requests to serve compared to their DRAM counterparts. This
results in all hybrid PCM main memory systems shown in
Fig. 10 yielding less write throughput for Fluidaminate than
all other applications.
Fig. 11(a) gives net throughput (read throughput + write
throughput) values for various hybrid PCM systems averaged
over the twelve PARSEC benchmarks. The error bars in the
figure represent standard deviation of net throughput values
across the PARSEC benchmarks. O-pSet DyPhase achieves
about 60.8%, 13.2%, and 23.7% more net throughput on average over baseline PCM, WOMC_PCM, and pSET_PCM_QD8,
respectively. Similarly, Reset-pSet DyPhase achieves about
59.8%, 12.5%, and 23% more net throughput on average
over baseline PCM, WOMC_PCM, and pSET_PCM_QD8,
respectively. The reduction in the latency of write operations results in more read and write requests being served
in unit time, which renders greater net throughput for
Reset-pSet DyPhase and O-pSet DyPhase. The necessity of
rewriting the partial-SET-queue-evicted entries with full-SET
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operations results in less throughput for pSET_PCM_QD8 than
WOMC_PCM.
Fig. 11(b) gives EDP values for various hybrid PCM systems averaged over the twelve PARSEC benchmarks. The error
bars in the figure represent standard deviation of EDP values across the PARSEC benchmarks. We obtain EDP values
by multiplying energy-per-bit values with average latency values. We obtain energy-per-bit values by dividing net power
values with net throughput values. O-pSet DyPhase yields
about 72.7%, 28.1%, and 35.3% less EDP on average over
baseline PCM, WOMC_PCM, and pSET_PCM_QD8, respectively. Similarly, Reset-pSet DyPhase also yields about 70.8%,
23.1%, and 31% less EDP over baseline PCM, WOMC_PCM,
and pSET_PCM_QD8, respectively. It can be concluded that
due to the achieved greater net throughput, O-pSet DyPhase
and Reset-pSet DyPhase have less energy-per-bit than the other
hybrid PCM systems in spite of having more net power due to
the periodic refresh operations. This energy-per-bit benefit in
addition to less write latency render better energy-efficiency
for O-pSet DyPhase and Reset-pSet DyPhase in terms of EDP
compared to other hybrid PCM systems.
In summary, both O-pSet DyPhase and Reset-pSet DyPhasebased hybrid systems yield greater performance and energyefficiency compared to the other hybrid systems that utilize
PCM architectures from prior work.
C. Evaluation of DyPhase With PISA
In this section, we evaluate the lifetime, CPI, and EDP
for our O-pSet-PISA-DyPhase and Reset-pSet-PISA-DyPhasebased hybrid PCM systems across PARSEC benchmarks, and
compare them with the baseline PCM, WOMC_PCM, and
pSET_PCM_QD8-based hybrid PCM systems.
As described in [19], due to process variations, PCM cells
within a typical PCM array exhibit different rates of write
degradation and healing. As a result, as can be implied from
the discussions given in [19] and [32], even if we ensure that
no PCM cell is written for more than 5×104 times during
every restoration period (TRSP ) of 2640 s, the PCM cells cannot be fully healed using the PISA technique. Therefore, we
assume that our PISA technique can heal a PCM cell by up to
98%. With this assumption, we use (1) to evaluate the lifetime
of the O-pSet-PISA-DyPhase and Reset-pSet-PISA-DyPhase
hybrid systems for the PARSEC benchmarks, and compare
it with the lifetime of other PCM hybrid systems.
Fig. 12 gives lifetime values for PCM parts of various PCM hybrid systems for various PARSEC benchmarks.
The PCM parts of O-pSet-PISA-DyPhase hybrid systems
achieve 113, 154, and 105 years more lifetime on average
over the PCM parts of WOMC_PCM, pSET_PCM_QD8, and
the baseline hybrid systems, respectively. Reset-pSet-PISADyPhase achieves 2, 115, 156, and 107 years more lifetime on average over O-pSet-PISA-DyPhase, WOMC_PCM,
pSET_PCM_QD8, and the baseline PCM, respectively. Similar
to O-pSet DyPhase (Fig. 5(a) in Section V-D), O-pSet-PISADyPhase also achieves greater write throughput, which renders
greater net write rate for O-pSet-PISA-DyPhase compared to
Reset-pSet-PISA-DyPhase. As a result, O-pSet-PISA-DyPhase
achieves less lifetime than Reset-pSet-PISA-DyPhase. From
the comparison of these lifetime values with the lifetime values given in Fig. 5(b), it is evident that our PISA technique
improves the lifetime of both the O-pSet DyPhase and ResetpSet DyPhase by about 50 times. Note that if TRSP and THB for
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Fig. 12. Normalized lifetime values for various hybrid PCM systems across
PARSEC benchmarks.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 13. (a) CPI. (b) EDP values for various hybrid PCM systems averaged
across the PARSEC benchmarks. EDP values are normalized with respect to
the baseline hybrid PCM system. The error bars represent standard deviation
across the PARSEC benchmarks.

our PISA technique are chosen such that the number of cellwrites does not exceed 5×104 for any DyPhase cell, then the
PISA technique can completely heal all DyPhase cells, theoretically rendering infinite lifetime for DyPhase PCM. However,
we account for possible fabrication process variations in our
lifetime analysis, which results in only 50× improvement in
lifetimes of O-pSet DyPhase and Reset-pSet DyPhase when
integrated with PISA.
Fig. 13(a) gives CPI values for various hybrid PCM systems averaged over the PARSEC benchmarks. The error
bars in the figure represent standard deviation of CPI values
across the PARSEC benchmarks. O-pSet-PISA-DyPhase yields
about 16%, 3%, 6%, and 0.3% less CPI over the baseline
PCM, WOMC_PCM, pSET_PCM_QD8, and Reset-pSet-PISADyPhase, respectively. Similarly, Reset-pSet-PISA-DyPhase
yields about 15.7%, 2.5%, and 5.7% less CPI over the baseline
PCM, WOMC_PCM, and pSET_PCM_QD8, respectively.
Fig. 13(b) gives EDP values for various PCM hybrid systems averaged over the PARSEC benchmarks. The error bars
in the figure represent standard deviation of EDP values across
the PARSEC benchmarks. O-pSet-PISA-DyPhase yields about
69.2%, 23.6%, 31.1%, and 5.4% less EDP over the baseline
PCM, WOMC_PCM, pSET_PCM_QD8, and Reset-pSet-PISADyPhase, respectively. Reset-pSet-PISA-DyPhase yields about
67.3%, 18.6%, and 26.5% less EDP over the baseline PCM,
WOMC_PCM, and pSET_PCM_QD8, respectively.
D. Comparison of PISA With ISA
As our PISA technique is an improved version of ISA
technique from prior work [32], we compare PISA enabled
hybrid DyPhase systems (O-pSet-PISA-DyPhase and ResetpSet-PISA-DyPhase) with ISA enabled hybrid DyPhase systems (O-pSet-ISA-DyPhase and Reset-pSet-ISA-DyPhase) in
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 14. (a) CPI. (b) EDP values for various hybrid PCM systems averaged
across the PARSEC benchmarks. EDP values are normalized with respect to
the baseline hybrid PCM system.

terms of CPI and EDP values obtained for PARSEC
benchmarks.
Fig. 14(a) and (b) gives CPI values and EDP values, respectively, for various hybrid PCM systems averaged over the
PARSEC benchmarks. The error bars in the figure represent standard deviation of CPI values across the PARSEC
benchmarks. O-pSet-PISA-DyPhase yields about 3.7%, 3.2%,
and 0.3% less CPI over Reset-pSet-ISA-DyPhase, O-pSetISA-DyPhase, and Reset-pSet-PISA-DyPhase, respectively.
Moreover, O-pSet-PISA-DyPhase yields about 44%, 39.4%,
and 6.4% less EDP over Reset-pSet-ISA-DyPhase, O-pSet-ISADyPhase, and Reset-pSet-PISA-DyPhase, respectively.
As described earlier in Section VI, ISA technique monitors
the resistance of each PCM cell after every write operation, and reactively triggers a healing procedure when the
cell-resistance drops below a certain threshold value. To
monitor PCM cell-resistance after every cache-line write,
ISA schedules a dummy read of the page that contains the
recently written cache-line. In contrast, PISA proactively heals
degraded memory cells without having to monitor their resistance. This prevents PISA from spending extra energy and
time on monitoring cell-resistance, which results in superior
CPI and EDP values for O-pSet-PISA-DyPhase and ResetpSet-PISA-DyPhase compared to O-pSet-ISA-DyPhase and
Reset-pSet-ISA-DyPhase. In summary, O-pSet-PISA-DyPhase
and Reset-pSet-PISA-DyPhase-based hybrid memory systems
yield 124 and 126 years more lifetime, 8.3% and 8% less
CPI, and 44.3% and 40.4% less EDP on average over the
WOMC_PCM, pSET_PCM_QD8, and the baseline PCM-based
hybrid memory systems. Furthermore, O-pSet-PISA-DyPhase
and Reset-pSet-PISA-DyPhase-based hybrid memory systems
yield 41.7% and 35.2% less EDP, and 3.5% and 3.2% less
CPI on average over the O-pSet-ISA-DyPhase and Reset-pSetISA-DyPhase memory systems. Moreover, our PISA technique
improves the lifetime of O-pSet DyPhase and Reset-pSet
DyPhase PCMs by about 50 times. Thus, it can be concluded that our O-pSet-PISA-DyPhase and Reset-pSet-PISADyPhase architectures provide very promising low-latency,
energy-efficient, and highly durable solutions for future PCM
implementations.
VIII. C ONCLUSION
This paper presented a novel PCM architecture named
DyPhase, which uses partial-SET operations to reduce the
average write latency. To remedy retention-related reliability
issues associated with partial-SET operations, we presented
O-pSet Refresh and Reset-pSet Refresh techniques to periodically refresh the stored data in the DyPhase PCM architecture. Unfortunately, the use of periodic refresh operations increases the write rate of the memory, which in turn

accelerates memory degradation and decreases its lifetime.
DyPhase overcomes this shortcoming by utilizing a PISA technique that periodically heals degraded memory cells, resulting in decelerated degradation and increased memory lifetime. Our evaluation with PARSEC benchmarks indicate that
PISA-enabled O-pSet-PISA-DyPhase and Reset-pSet-PISADyPhase-based hybrid DRAM-PCM systems yield about 124
and 126 years more lifetime, 8.3% and 8% less CPI, and
44.3% and 40.4% less EDP on average over the WOMC_PCM,
pSET_PCM_QD8, and the baseline PCM-based hybrid memory systems.
Significant improvements in latency, energy-efficiency,
and durability demonstrated by our O-pSet-PISA-DyPhase
and Reset-pSet-PISA-DyPhase architectures position them as
promising solutions for future PCMs. Our proactive scrubbing
techniques (i.e., O-pSet/Reset-pSet Refresh and PISA) make
SLC DyPhase PCMs more effective in tolerating drift-induced
soft errors and wear-induced hard errors. These techniques
can be easily extended with low overhead and be used to
scrub (refresh and heal) MLC PCMs as well. Thus, with
potential extensions to MLC PCMs, our scrubbing techniques enabled DyPhase architectures can become even more
promising solutions for future PCM implementations.
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